Abstract. Although several approaches for service identification have been defined in research and practice, there is a notable lack of automatic analysis techniques. In this paper we take the integrated approach by Kohlborn et al. as a starting point, and combine different analysis techniques in a novel way. Our contribution is an automated approach for the identification and detailing of service candidates. Its output is meant to provide a transparent basis for making decisions about which services to implement with which priority. The approach has been implemented and evaluated for an industry collection of process models.
Introduction
Services-Oriented Architecture has been discussed for roughly a decade as a concept to increase the agility of a company in providing goods and services to external partners and organizing internal operations. In this context, a service can be understood as an action that is performed by an entity on behalf of another one, such that the capability of performing this action represents an asset [1] . The focus on services is supposed to improve business and IT alignment, as it establishes principles like abstraction, autonomy and reuse [2] .
A plethora of approaches to service derivation have been defined in the past. A core problem is though that many of these approaches lack methodological detail, and that none of them builds on automatic analysis techniques, cf. [2] . The problem is that a manual approach does not scale up to the size of a whole company. Indeed, several approaches recommend the manual specification of capabilities, among others based on interviews [3, 4, 2] . The benefits of reusing information artifacts, e.g. process models, has been recognized, among others in [5] , but not in an automatic way. However, the entirety of a company can hardly be taken into account as long as models have to be manually created and inspected.
In this paper, we address the problem of manual work in the phases of service derivation. We consider the situation where an extensive set of hundreds of process models is available, which is realistic for many medium-sized and big companies [6] . Our contribution is an approach for the automatic derivation Fig. 1 . The four phases of service derivation of service candidates, augmented with a set of metrics giving first clues about priorities. This approach is meant as a decision support tool for business and IT managers to quickly spot reuse potential in their company. In this way, the approach aims to speed up derivation drastically, and it can easily scale for involving large sets of process models of the whole company.
The paper is structured accordingly. Section 2 introduces the procedure of service derivation as it is summarized in related research. Section 3 introduces our approach, which builds on automatic techniques for parsing activity labels in process models. Section 4 presents the results of testing our prototypical implementation on a set of roughly 600 process models from practice. Section 5 discusses related work before Section 6 concludes the paper.
Background
This section introduces the theoretical background of service derivation. Several of the existing approaches explicitly distinguish between business services and software services. This distinction is brought forth by different perspectives. A business service can be understood as a specific set of actions that are performed by an organization [7] , while a software service describes a part of an application system that is utilized by several entities independently [2] . The concept of a business service puts more emphasis on the economic perspective, as the software service is more related to information technology. This divide is also apparent in many of the methodological contributions on service derivation [8, 9, 10] . Typically, the derivation of business services tends to take more of a top-down approach, and the software service derivation is rather bottom-up. It has been shown though that both derivation types have many commonalities. For both service types, business and software services, many authors consider the analysis and evaluation of business process models to be a central step [11, 12, 13] . Therefore, we will focus on the reuse of process models and abstract from differences between both service types here. Accordingly, we describe service derivation as a four phase approach involving preparation, identification, detailing, and prioritization, similar to the integrated approach of [2] . Figure 1 illustrates this approach.
The derivation of services usually starts with a preparation phase. In this phase, an information base for the service analysis is established. This information base may include different types of business documents such as enterprise architectures, business processes or organizational structures. In this paper, we assume that a collection of process models is already available. This is a viable assumption since big and medium-sized companies typically possess hundreds of process models [6] . The subsequent identification phase is concerned with identifying capabilities. In process models, these capabilities can be closely related to actions. If required, the available processes have to be further decomposed in order to arrive at a suitable level of detail. In the following detailing phase, the relationships and interactions between services are identified. This includes the detection of overlaps with existing services and the proper incorporation of new services into the existing SOA landscape. Finally, the prioritization phase is utilized to decide which services should be considered for implementation with which priority.
This four-phase process shows that the issue of scalability is hardly discussed. That is a significant problem when a service-oriented architecture is embraced as a company-wide concept. When starting from a process perspective, this means that dozens of processes have to be modeled. Often, it takes weeks to document only a single process. Even if a big number of process models already exist, it is hardly possible to inspect them manually in a systematic way. Against this background, it is striking that none of the service derivation approaches from the extensive list collected in [2] considers the potential for automation. In the following, we will define an approach that assembles analysis techniques in an innovative way towards this end.
Automatic Service Identification and Detailing
This section discusses our approach for the automatic identification and detailing of service candidates from process models. The basis for our algorithm is a set of process models P where each process model p is characterized by set of activities A. An activity a is further defined as a combination of an action an and a business object bo on which this action is performed. As an example consider the activity Verify Invoice which contains the action verify and the business object invoice. The union of all activity sets A from the model collection P is denoted with A P . In order to identify an ordered list of service candidates S from all activities A P we introduce a two-phase approach. In the first phase we parse all activities contained in A P and annotate them with their according action and business object. In the second phase, we employ different strategies to identify a list of service candidates from these activities. Finally, we use behavioral profiles for a detailing of the service. The following sections introduce both phases in detail.
Annotation of Process Model Activities
The goal of this phase is the precise annotation of activity labels with action and business object. In order to accomplish this, we employ a technique developed in prior work [14] . This technique builds on the insight that activity labels follow regular structures, so called label styles. The most frequent label styles are the verb-object and the action-noun style. The verb-object style is characterized by an imperative verb in the beginning which is followed by the business object. Examples are Notify Customer or Print Document. In activities belonging to the action-noun style the action is not given as verb, but captured as a noun. As examples consider Order Shipment or User Registration. These examples illustrate that the structural knowledge about the label styles enables the proper extraction of action and business from activities. Accordingly, the annotation phase is further subdivided into two main steps: recognition of activity labeling style and derivation of action and business object from activity labels. Recognition of Label Style: The first step is the correct recognition of the activity label style. Thereby, it is important to appropriately cope with the typical challenges of activity labels. This includes the lack of a rich sentence structure and also the zero-derivation ambiguity. The latter refers to misinterpretations due to the fact that one syntactic word can be interpreted as verb or noun (e.g. the plan and to plan). In order to adequately determine the label style, we designed a recognition algorithm which analyzes different stages of the label context [14] . As an example, consider the activity label Plan Data Transfer from the SAP Reference Model. By solely analyzing the label, it is not possible to decide about the label style. The activity could either instruct to plan a data transfer or to transfer a record of plan data. However, by broadening the context and considering the whole process model collection, we can learn that many other processes from the collection deal with the business object plan data. Accordingly, the label is classified as an action-noun label. In cases where the context of the process model collection is not sufficient, we use a word frequency list to decide whether the first word in the label is more likely to be a verb or a noun. Accordingly, it is categorized as a verb-object or action-noun label. Derivation of Action and Business Object: The second step in the annotation phase is the actual derivation of action and business object from the activity label. Therefore, we make use of the structural knowledge about the label styles. Thus, we know that a verb-object label begins with an imperative verb which is followed by a business object. Accordingly, the verb-object label Contact Customer can be easily decomposed into the action contact and the business object customer. In the same vein, we derive action and business object from action-noun labels. As an example consider the activity Credit Status Analysis. Being aware that this is an action-noun label, we know that the action is given as a noun at the end of the label. By using the lexical database WordNet [15] we can derive the verb analyze from the nominalized action analysis. The business object is respectively specified with Credit Status.
Identification of Service Candidates
At this stage the action and business object from all activity labels of the considered process model collection are adequately determined. Building on this annotation information, we introduce three different approaches to identify service candidates. The following paragraphs introduce each approach in detail. Atomic Service Identification: The atomic service identification strategy focuses on single activities and is based on the notion that reoccurring activities are likely to represent relevant service candidates. This approach is in line with the viewpoint of [16] that each activity in a process model can be considered as a if FA ≥ 2 ∧ candidates.contains(a) = false then 5:
a.setFrequency(FA); 6:
candidates.add(a); 7: candidates.orderByFrequency(); potential service. Consequently, the frequency of a particular activity throughout the model collection determines its potential of being a suitable service candidate. In order to capture these considerations we introduce the activity frequency metric F A , which determines the number of similar activities in a process model collection for a given activity. Thereby, the similarity between two activities is based on the congruence between their actions and business objects. Accordingly, activities following a different label style, such as Notify Customer and Customer Notification, are still considered as equal activities.
The details if the atomic service identification approach are illustrated in Algorithm 1. In order to identify services candidates for a whole process model collection, we compute F A for each activity in the collection P (lines 2-3). If the frequency F A of an activity is equal or greater than two and the activity has not been considered in a previous iteration, the activity is added to the candidate list (lines 4-6). After all activities have been analyzed the candidates are ordered according to their frequency (line 7). As a result, we obtain a list of candidates ordered by their potential of being suitable service candidates. Composite Service Identification: The Composite Service Identification approach aims for identifying composite service candidates based on business object groups. Hence, it abstracts from single activities and focuses on activity groups having the same business object. For each business object grouping we introduce the frequency F BO that determines the relevance of that group based on the occurrence of the business object among all activities of the model collection.
Algorithm 2 provides an algorithmic description for identifying composite service candidates. First, for each activity the frequency of the business object is determined (lines 2-4) . In case the frequency of a considered business object is equal or greater than two and the activity -business object combination has not been stored in previous iterations, the combination is added to the group candidate map (lines 5-7). After ordering the business object groups according to their frequencies (line 8), we obtain a list of composite services candidates ordered by their relevance. Inheritance Hierarchy Identification: The Inheritance Hierarchy Identification approach is based on the considerations of the Composite Service Identification strategy. However, it extends this approach by taking hierarchical relationships between the business objects into account. This is motivated by the design principle of service cohesion [17] that refers to the degree of relatedness if FBO ≥ 2 ∧ groupCandidates.contains(bo,a) = false then 6:
bo.setFrequency(FBO); 7:
groupCandidates.add(bo,a); 8: groupCandidates.orderByFrequency();
between the operations of a service. Assuming that activities with related business objects may also lead to related services, we aim for identifying business object hierarchies. In order to identify relationships between business objects, we decompose the business object terms. As an example consider the business object purchase order. Apparently, the word purchase is a specification of the main word order at the end. Hence, a hierarchy can be constructed by relating different parts of the business objects. For computing the relevance of such a hierarchy group we introduce the metric F IH which is based on the occurrence of the main word among all business objects. The identified hierarchy groups can then be used for constructing according composite services which explicitly respect the notion of service cohesion.
Algorithm 3 illustrates the details of this approach. The basis of the hierarchy consideration are business objects which contain more than one word (line 4). If such a business object is identified, we determine the frequency of its main word among all activities (line 5). In case the frequency of the main word is equal or greater than two and no respective hierarchy tree exists, a new tree with the main word as a root node is created (lines 7-9). Afterwards, all possible business object parts are computed (lines [10] [11] [12] . This is accomplished by iteratively complementing the first word of the business object until we finally obtain the original business object. Each business object part having a frequency greater or equal than two is inserted as a node on the according hierarchy level (lines [13] [14] . Finally, the hierarchy trees are sorted according to the frequency of the main word (line 15).
Detailing of Service Candidates
Service detailing refers to the definition of the structure and behaviour of a service, or a set of services. To this end, we adopt an approach for mining action patterns. Action patterns define recurring behaviour [18] . The conceptual foundation for action patterns are so-called behavioural profiles. Our approach takes a collection of process models as a starting point for deriving action patterns of a specific business object. From these patterns, we can use synthesis techniques in order to arrive at a process model that details the lifecycle of a service candidate. Therefore, this section defines the notion of a behavioural profile, explains how action patterns can be identified, and how a process model showing the service lifecycle can be found. Behavioural Profiles: With our approach, we aim to identify service candidates that are utilized in various processes in a company. In order to detail such a service, we have to extract its behavioral constraints from different process models, and consolidate them in an appropriate way. So-called behavioral profiles capture such constraints on the level of pairs of activities. A behavioral profile builds on trace semantics for a process model, namely the weak order relation [19] . It contains all pairs (x, y) if there is a trace in which x occurs before y. For a process model p, we write x p y. The behavioral profile then defines a partition over the cartesian product of activities, such that a pair (x, y) is in one of the following relations:
• strict order relation p , if x p y and y p x;
• exclusiveness relation + p , if x p y and y p x;
• interleaving order relation || p , if x p y and y p x. Based on this behavioral profile, we can define the behavioral constraints of a service candidate. Action Patterns: Once we have derived the behavioral profile relations from a set of process models, we can determine the support and confidence of action patterns. This works similar to association rule mining. For each pair of activities that co-occur in one of the process models, we map them to their behavioral profile relation. Accordingly, a behavioral action pattern can be defined as a rule R with a minimum support and confidence value [18] such that:
• R is a rule X ⇒ Y , where X, Y ⊂ V × { , −1 , +, ||} × V , such that X and Y are pairs of actions for which behavioral relations are specified;
• minsup is the value of the required minimal support;
• minconf is the value of the required minimal confidence.
Such a pattern typically captures the relationship between actions, i.e. verbs mentioned in the activity labels. We can define object-sensitive action patterns if we only consider actions of the same business object. In our context, such object-sensitive action patterns provide the basis for detailing the lifecycle of a service candidate. Synthesis of Service Lifecycle: The remaining challenge is to define a process model that matches the behavioral relationships of the service candidate. A corresponding synthesis technique has been defined in [20] . The idea is to identify the consistent set of behavioral relations. From these relations, we can construct a process model. The strict order relation defines the skeleton of a corresponding process model. Activities that are not in an order relation are organized in nested XOR-or AND-blocks depending on whether they are exclusive or interleaving. The notion of profile consistency guarantees that such a nesting exists [20] .
Evaluation
To demonstrate the capability of our service identification approach, we conduct an evaluation with real-world data. In particular, we designed a test collection that contains the activity labels of the SAP Reference Model. The SAP Reference Model is a collection of Event-Driven Process Chains (EPCs) and captures the business processes supported by the SAP R/3 system in its version from the year 2000 [21, pp. 145-164] . It is organized in 29 functional branches as for instance sales and accounting and contains 604 process models with in total 2433 activity labels. In the following paragraphs we present the results for each of the in subsection 3.2 introduced concepts.
Activity Frequency Results
For obtaining atomic service candidates we computed the metric F A for each activity in the process model collection. As a result, we identified 464 activities with a frequency of at least two. Twelve of these activities even had a frequency of equal or greater 10. Table 1 gives an overview of the top 5 ranked results.
The results show that it is still necessary to evaluate whether an identified candidate is suitable for being established as a service. In addition, we must decide whether a candidate can be established as a business or as a software service. For instance Process Goods Issue, Billing and Planning are more likely to represent business services, while Calculate Overhead and Difference Processing could be automatable activities and are hence candidates for software services.
Business Object Frequency Results
Based on the consideration of the metric F BO , we identified 378 business object groups. Thereby, each business object appeared at least twice among all activities of the model collection. In 27 of these groups the business object was used ten times or more. Table 2 shows the top 5 ranked business objects groups. In addition to the rank and the value of F BO , it also provides the most frequent actions which are applied on these business objects in the analyzed models. 
Inheritance Hierarchy Results
To extract a business object hierarchy, we derived the different parts for each business object and computed their frequencies. In this way, for instance the business object Service Product Order was first reduced to Product Order and then to Order. Whenever a part term was identified twice, a new node in the business object hierarchy was created. Taking the given example, only a new node for Order is introduced as the term Product Order only appeared once among all activities of the model collection. By computing the metric F IH for each main word, we obtain a ranked list of business object hierarchies. In total, we identified 362 business object hierarchies where the main word was at least found twice among all models. In 70 hierarchies the root term was used 10 times or more. Table 3 shows the top 5 ranked business object hierarchies including the main word and three frequent example nodes.
Determination of Internal Service Structure
In order to determine the internal structure of a composite service, we computed the behavioural profile for the comprised activities. Table 4 shows the behavioural profile for the composite service order. This profile illustrates that there exists a well-defined order in which the activities must be executed. Apart from the activity print, which can be performed at any time after the activity process, the order is strict. The synthesis of this profile yields the process model depicted in Figure 2 . 
Related Work
The work presented in this paper relates to approaches for service identification and the application of natural language processing for process models. Service identification has been considered for business services and software services [2] . The identification of business services is mainly discussed by papers from practice [22, 23] . Those typically build on the analysis of business entities and components. By contrast, the derivation of software services is widely discussed in research. Some authors propose a bottom-up approach by analyzing existing legacy systems and building on their functionality [24, 25] . Others suggest a top-down strategy [9, 26] . However, most approaches proposes to strike a balance between the two extremes. As a result, plenty of software service identification approaches include the analysis and evaluation of business process models [11, 12, 13] .
Techniques for natural language processing have been applied on process models in various contexts. One important application scenario is the assurance of linguistic quality aspects in process models. With this intention NLP tools were employed for identifying semantic errors in activity labels [27] and for constructing a glossary from process model collections [28] . NLP tools were also used to refactor whole process model collections in order to ensure the understandability of the comprised activity labels [14] . As the latter requires the decomposition of the activity label into its components, this technique also constituted the basis for the approach presented in this paper. Other prominent applications of NLP techniques are the identification of similarities between process models [29, 30] and the derivation of process models from natural language texts [31, 32, 33] .
Conclusion
In this paper we presented an approach for the automatic derivation of service candidates from process models. We built on analysis techniques for process models and proposed three different techniques for deriving service candidates. We tested our approach on a process model collection from practice including 600 EPCs with 2433 activities. The evaluation illustrates the capability of our algorithm to provide useful information for service derivation. Our technique does not only enable companies to take an extensive number of process models into account, but also to efficiently analyze them. Considering the results it is important to emphasize that our technique cannot completely automate the service derivation procedure, as the final decision making remains a human task.
In future research, we plan to extend our technique by incorporating lexical relationships such as synonymy and homonymy. Further, we aim to apply our technique in the context of an industrial case study. In this way, we aim for determining the applicability and the significance of each of the identification strategies. In response to the findings, the proposed approach could then be adapted to the specific needs from practice.
